SLIDING DOOR HARDWARE
FOR WOOD, GLASS, METAL, WOOD/GLASS AND METAL/GLASS COMBINATIONS

GLASS DOORS
Hardware for Independently Sliding Glass Panels — HAWA VARIOTEC and VARIOTEC II
- VARIOTEC’s modular track system features a unique cornering ability, allowing you to construct sliding walls to any design
- Each panel travels independently
- Unique two-point suspension trolley negotiates curves with ease
- Sliding or fixed-pivot swing panels can be incorporated for passage through the wall
- Holds panels weighing up to 330 lbs. (150 kg)
- VARIOTEC II 150/GR for all-glass sliding panels provides a full perimeter-frame profile that enhances rigidity and reduces bowing of tall glass panels
- Increases security, protects glass edges and even seals out drafts

Hidden Suspension for Glass Doors — HAWA-Puro 100-150
- Track can be surface-mounted or concealed within the ceiling for multiple design options
- Hidden suspension allows glass to run inside the ceiling with no visible hardware components
- Quality ball bearing technology ensures durability and easy movement of doors
- Designed to move even very wide doors (larger than 59") with exceptional stability

Low-Profile Hardware for Independently Sliding Panels
- Unobtrusive hardware system accents glass elements
- Each panel slides independently on an overhead track, enabling you to easily handle 330 lb. (150 kg) panels of glass
- The panels stack neatly for parking in the most compact spaces

Flexibility in Glass Door and Wall Design
- Hardware for symmetrically folding glass walls
- Sliding glass door hardware
- Hardware for curved sliding glass walls
- Folding glass wall hardware
- Locks and handles for glass doors

EXTERIOR WOOD OR GLASS DOORS
Bifolding Exterior Doors — AL FRESCO
- Offers complete weather protection and corrosion resistance
- Stainless steel hinges, 316 marine-grade cast stainless steel and stainless steel precision bearings
- Pivot blocks, hanger bodies and bottom guides are cast from 3/16” stainless steel for maximum strength and corrosion resistance
- Ideal for opening up dining and entertaining areas in homes, restaurants, hotels and resorts

FIND OUT MORE
Häfele is your complete source for solutions that apply to buildings, rooms, interiors and furniture. Our resource guide, The Complete Häfele, is available in two editions: Furniture/Cabinetry Hardware and Architectural/Builders Hardware. For more information or to order a catalog, visit www.hafele.com, or call 800.423.3531.

Häfele America Co.
3901 Cheyenne Drive, Archdale, NC 27263
www.hafele.com

SOLUTIONS THAT CREATE SPACE AND ELEGANCE
Häfele is a leader in sliding, stacking and folding door hardware for virtually all door materials and constructions. Our flexible hardware designs are ideally suited for both residential and commercial applications, and provide a better way to assure security, aesthetics and dependable performance. With Häfele hardware, you’ll have the creative freedom you need, backed by our exceptional quality, delivery and technical assistance.

**WOOD DOORS**

**Flexible Suspension Hardware for Sliding Wood Doors — HAWA® JUNIOR**
- Easy to use, easy to install and completely maintenance free
- Innovative, low-friction rolling system, available in four different weight classes
- Designed to minimize fitting height while providing superior flexibility in panel size and track location

**Independently Sliding Wood Panels — HAWA VARIOTEC and APERTO**
- VARIOTEC’s modular track system and unique cornering ability allow you to construct sliding walls of virtually any shape
- VARIOTEC’s one- and two-wheeled trolleys enable 330 lb. (150 kg) wooden panels to slide quietly on the anodized aluminum upper track
- Panels require minimal parking space, so they stay out of the way
- APERTO sliding wall hardware offers all the features and benefits of VARIOTEC, for smaller walls or panels up to 110 lbs. (50 kg)
- Lower guide channel is available but not required

**Telescopic Sliding Hardware — HAWA**
- Simple, elegant system allows wood panels to slide neatly behind each other
- Panels are linked via a toothed belt and pulleys, causing them to either slide in opposing directions or simultaneously move aside

**Pocket Door Framing Kits — FUTURA**
- Reliable performance and simple installation in a space-saving pocket door system
- Designed to fit into standard 2x4 wood- or steel-constructed interior walls
- Provides an efficient way to save space in tight room designs
- Specially engineered, cold-formed and zinc-plated steel studs prevent bowing of the pocket walls
- Front steel studs have a special pocket to receive 1/2" thick sheetrock
- Wood header is produced out of plywood in order to prevent warping